
TMALERT  J5

PRofEssionAL bREATh 
ALcohoL TEsTER And PRinTER
Building on the success of one of our most popular models, 
the improved ALERT J5 includes added features like  
active / passive sampling, a larger log-storage capacity  
and a Bluetooth-enabled printer.

http://acs-corp.com/products/law-enforcement/alert-j5


Limited warranty
ACS breath alcohol testers are warranted 
to be free from defects in workmanship 
and material for one year from the date of 
purchase. Only qualified technicians should 
perform the maintenance of any breath 
alcohol tester.

Convenient menu
The ALERT J5 easily allows you to capture 
breath samples, print test results with the 
optional print function, and recall previous 
tests in seconds.

Active and passive sampling
Our customers requested and we’ve 
responded: the ALERT J5 now offers both 
passive and active testing capabilities. 
Whether a simple Pass/Warn/Fail or a 
precise numerical value is required, the 
ALERT J5 meets the demand.*

Evidential accuracy
The ALERT J5 uses a fuel cell – the 
standard in law enforcement breath testers 
- to detect breath alcohol. The long term 
stability of the sensor means you can count 
on accurate results year after year.

Test result printing
When breath sample evidence is required, 
the ALERT J5 offers Bluetooth and USB 
printing capabilities using the provided 
thermal printer. Recall any one of thousands 
of stored tests to print.

Multi-language display
Users can easily change languages without 
having to upgrade software. All ALERT J5 
alcohol testers are available with multiple 
language options.**
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ACS, ALCOHOL COUNTERMEASURE SYSTEMS, ALCOLOCK, ALCOSIM, ALERT and the “Molly” are trademarks of Alcohol Countermeasure Systems 
(International) Inc. and are used under license. 

Specifications
Size: 130 mm x 59 mm x 32 mm

Weight: 110 grams

Sensor: Electrochemical

Specificity: Alcohol only, no response to ketones or hydrocarbon

Operating temperature: -20 to +65 ℃

Purge cycle (initial test): < 30 seconds

Breath sample: 5 second moderate and continuous breath sample

Analysis time: < 10 seconds

Recycle (recovery) time: 10 seconds

BAC readout format: mg/dL, g/dL, g/L, mg/L, μg/dL, μg/L

Range of measurement: 0.00 to 0.650 g/dL

Accuracy: ± 5% at 0.10 g/dL

Display: Graphical LCD

Last test recall: Yes

Battery: Two AA alkaline

Number of tests: > 1,000 tests

Mouthpiece: 95-000145

Complete package: ALERT J5, batteries and 5 mouthpieces

Printer: Thermal dot matrix

Calibration: ALCOSIM™ or equivalent
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*

* All breath alcohol testing devices require periodic 
maintenance and calibration to ensure proper working 
order.

** Minimum order quantities apply.
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